BELTABLE
Emotional BBGrill table
Beltable is a table Barbecue! You can move it where you want with your
wheels.
It is not only a Barbecue, it can use for Cold Aperitifs, Cocktails and amazing
Barbecue.
You can use all the year like Barbecue or Emotional table or thousand other
occasions inside your home, for your children, for friends or for your
unexpected guests.

TECHNICAL DATA:
All the BELTABLES with BBGRILL dashboards are equipped with a dashboard
cooling fan system at the bottom and on the surface to ensure your guests
have the best experience ever.
We recommend using no. 2 standard grills commonly found on the market
measuring 35 x 40 cm, or combining the AISI 304 steel grills we manufacture
ourselves, the single version measures 39 x 38 cm and the maxi version 39 x
72 cm.
DIMENSIONS:
150 x 115 cm open H= 75 cm
150 x 54 cm closed H=75 cm
charcoal pan size: 74 x 32 cm
COLORS: WHITE, BLACK, BROWN
OPTIONAL:
- “Rocker” fire lighter - the perfect flue for your BELTABLE
- AISI 304 steel grill 39 x 38 cm
- AISI 304 steel grill 39 x 72 cm
- Extractable steel tray 37.5 x 48 available with a depth of 3 or 8 cm, ideal for
your bar corner or any other use beyond the BBQ world
- Matching wooden bench with folding brackets 150 x 28 cm, h = 49 cm
- Heat guard/skewer holder bulkheads in brushed finish or painted AISI 304
steel
- Charcoal stoker - FREE OF CHARGE
- Heat protective gloves ideal when extracting and replacing the charcoal pan
- Extractable AISI 304 steel side pan/tray
- Safety storm cap for use on empty grills to prevent self-combustion
- Skewered meat accessory in AISI 304 steel
- Stereo system

WARNINGS:
Please be reminded that, by law, the layer of charcoal must never exceed 5 cm
in height.
Keep out of reach of children.
Never leave the fire and charcoal unattended.

